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a b s t r a c t

While scholars have explored the importance of quoting media in accomplishing rela-
tionship and identity work in conversation, there is little work on how speakers phonet-
ically and paralinguistically signal spoken media references specifically so that they may be
recognized in the speech stream. This article demonstrates how speakers make 148 media
references recognizable across 5 audio-recorded everyday conversations among friends. I
identify 5 ways that these playful media references are signaled in talk: word stress and
particular intonation contours, pitch register shifts, smiling and laughter, performing
stylized accents, and singing. This systematic analysis of the contextualization cues used to
signal media references in everyday talk contributes to understanding how speakers
actively participate in intertextual processes.

� 2022 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Scholars have explored the interactional importance of the appropriation of media in everyday talk in accomplishing
relationship and identity work (e.g. Ayaß & Gerhardt 2012; Duff 2002; Spitulnik 1996; Tovares 2006, 2007). Most recently, for
instance, I have examined the use of playful media references in shifting frames when speakers are faced with epistemic
imbalances in talk, ultimately functioning to construct shared identities (Sierra, 2016a, b; Sierra 2021). Yet there has been
scant research on how in spoken language people phonetically signal that they are referencing media in talk in order to make
such references recognizable to listeners. Tetreault (2009) represents one attempt to explain how mimicking a TV host is
phonetically signaled in talk, but the phonological and paralinguistic features are only briefly described, with more of a focus
on lexical and grammatical features. At the same time, there is a substantial body of work on how reported speech is signaled
in everyday talk (e.g., Bauman 1992; Couper-Kuhlen 1996, 1999; De Decker 2013; Fletcher 2005; Gumperz 1992; Günthner
1992, 1999; Hirschberg and Grosz 1992; Jansen et al., 2001; Jones 2016; Klewitz and Couper-Kuhlen 1999; Kotthoff 2021;
Park 2009; Schwitalla 1992; Tannen, 1989/2007).

In this paper, I build on this prior work to explore how intertextual references to both written and oral, as well as printed
and electronic media such as films, TV shows, audio recordings, internet memes, and songs in audio-recorded everyday
conversation among friends are made recognizable in spoken speech not only via lexical repetition in the absence of a
quotative (Mathis and Yule 1994), but also through specific prosodic, paralinguistic, and phonetic features. I use Gumperz’s
(1977, 1982) work on ‘contextualization cues’ and apply this concept specifically to playful media references in conversation.
By describing the contextualization cues used to signal media references in talk, I show that these cues play an important role
ersion of chapter 2 of Sierra 2021; example 1 in this article is presented in chapter 4 of the same work.
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in allowing speakers to recognize and build on intertextual media references. This paper contributes to our understanding of
the fundamentals of how speakers actively engage in intertextual processes in interaction.

2. Contextualization cues for intertextuality and play

Gumperz (1977, 1982) developed the concept of a conversational ‘meta-signaling system’ (1977: 192) in which contex-
tualization cues are defined as ‘any aspect of the surface form of utterances which, when mapped onto message content, can
be shown to be functional in the signaling of interpretative frames’ (1977: 199). In other words, these cues are components of
language, such as pitch, intonation, stress, rhythm, tempo, loudness, laughter, choice of code, particular lexical expressions,
and nonverbal cues (such as gestures, facial expressions, and gaze) that carry meaning (see also Duranti & Goodwin 1992:
229). When combined with the semantic content of utterances, they signal to listeners how the message ought to be
interpreted. Contextualization cues enable ‘conversational inference’: the immediate process of interpreting meaning, in
which conversational participants assess interlocutors’ intentions, and on which they form responses (Gumperz 1977: 191).

Further empirical studies have followed Gumperz’s foundational work on contextualization cues. Auer and Di Luzio (1992)
and Duranti & Goodwin (1992) provide edited volumes containing much of this work, covering contextualization across a
variety of topics, including but not limited to the lexical choice in contextualizing respect (Duranti 1992), deictic reference
(Hanks 1992), turn-taking (Streeck and Hartge 1992), assessments (Goodwin and Goodwin 1992), repair (Couper-Kuhlen
1992; Philips 1992), frames (Gaik 1992), narratives (Basso 1992; Bauman 1992; Selting 1992; see also Selting 1994;
Uhmann 1996), and performance and genres (Bauman 1992).

Other empirical studies have examined specifically how reported speech is contextualized in interaction. While many
studies have focused on the use of quotatives such as go or be like in intertextually voicing others in American English
interaction (Blyth et al., 1990; Buchstaller & D’Arcy 2009; D’Arcy 2017; Romaine and Lange 1991; Tannen 1986; Yule and
Mathis, 1992), Mathis and Yule (1994) bring attention to the use of “zero quotatives” where direct speech is reported with
neither a reporting verb nor an attributed speaker. They find that shifts in pitch, changes in voice quality (e.g. breathy voice,
creaky voice, falsetto), and loudness are all used to signal reported speech in zero quotatives. They make a connection be-
tween this practice in everyday conversation and “intonational quotation marks” which Bakhtin (1981) identifies in his
analysis of literary texts.

Indeed, shifts in pitch, changes in voice quality, and loudness are also found by many other researchers to be indicative of
signaling another ‘voice’, ‘reported dialogue’, ‘reported speech,’ or ‘constructed dialogue’ (Tannen, 1989/2007) in interaction.
Shifts in pitch are perhaps the most widely documented contextualization cue for reported speech (e.g., Couper-Kuhlen 1996,
1999; De Decker 2013; Fletcher 2005; Gumperz 1992; Günthner 1999; Hirschberg and Grosz 1992; Jansen et al., 2001; Jones
2016; Klewitz and Couper-Kuhlen 1999; Kotthoff 2021). Changes in voice quality are also common in signaling other ‘voices’
(e.g. Couper-Kuhlen 1996, 1999; Gumperz 1992; Günthner 1992, 1999; Klewitz and Couper-Kuhlen 1999; Park 2009; Tannen,
1989/2007). Finally, loudness is also commonly used to signal constructed dialogue (Bauman 1992; Couper-Kuhlen 1996,
1999; Günthner 1999; Klewitz and Couper-Kuhlen 1999; Tannen, 1989/2007). In addition, researchers have also found that
distinct intonation patterns can signal reported speech (Couper-Kuhlen 1996, 1999, Günthner 1999, Schwitalla 1992, Tannen,
1989/2007) and so can tempo and rhythmic pattern (Bauman 1992; Couper-Kuhlen 1996, 1999; Günthner 1999; Klewitz and
Couper-Kuhlen 1999). Additionally, Park (2009) shows smile voice and laughter can be used along with a change in voice
quality when quoting a non-present third-party.

Tetreault (2009) partially describes how mimicking media is phonetically contextualized. The primary contextualizing
phonological feature used to mock a TV host is described as “crisp pronunciation” (Tetreault 2009: 208). More precisely
described is a single use of emphatic stress on the first syllable. Overall, these prior studies highlight the phonetic work that
speakers do to indicate that they are intertextually referencing other voices in their speech. However, the question of how the
contextualization of playful intertextual media references specifically is similar or different from the signaling of reported
speech in interaction is largely unanswered.

As for making playful talk recognizable, Glenn and Knapp (1987) find that ‘unusual paralinguistic features such as marked
changes in pitch, intonation, volume, or accent’ can cue play. Both Tannen and Wallat (1987/1993) and Gordon (2002, 2008,
2009) show that high-pitched voice specifically indicates play and non-literal meanings. High-pitched voice is also used in
teasing (Straehle 1993), a more specific type of play, along with cues such as intonation, stress, and vowel and voice quality,
such as nasality. Overall then, scholars have identified pitch, intonation, and loudness as the most common cues used tomake
both intertextuality and play recognizable in interaction, withmore specific features like accent and changes in voice qualities
being used in particular instances. I extend the work on the animation of intertextual speech and play by examining the
features used to make playful intertextual media references recognizable in interaction.

3. Methodology and data

I follow in the tradition of Interactional Sociolinguistics (IS), ‘an approach to discourse analysis that has its origin in the
search for replicable methods of qualitative analysis that account for our ability to interpret what participants intend to
convey in everyday communicative practice’ (Gumperz, 2015: 309). The data for this study is from a larger corpus of 45 h,
24 min of 40 digital audio recordings of everyday conversations over one year (August 2014–August 2015) primarily among
white European American adult friends, myself included, of the Millennial generation in their mid to late twenties. Using a
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small and unobtrusive digital recorder, or sometimes my mobile phone, ensured that I could easily record long stretches of
conversations in various settings, such as in private homes and restaurants. All participants consented to being recorded and
have been given pseudonyms here. I recorded conversations at fairly frequent intervals at my partner Dave’s house and with
other friends. In addition to Dave’s housemates and their friends, I also recorded conversations with friends in the absence of
Dave, which took place on a university campus. I ultimately chose five conversations of approximately 7 h of talk among 10
friends to analyze in this study, selecting these five primarily due to the relatively high concentration of media references they
contained. Three of the conversations were recorded at Dave’s housewhere he lived during that year with three friends: Todd,
a roommate from college who worked as a software developer; Jeff, Todd’s coworker; and Paula, a graduate student in lin-
guistics in the same program as Dave andme (all participants exceptme are given pseudonyms). I did not live at the house but
was present during the recordings. One conversation was recorded at a diner and another in a graduate student lounge.

As Tannen (1984/2005: 43–44) observes, ‘recording a conversation among friends that would have taken place anyway
makes available for study patterns of language use that do not emerge among strangers, such as playful routines, irony and
allusion, reference to familiar jokes, and unstated assumptions.’ These playful patterns of interaction are my primary
analytical focus. These speakers playfully referenced books, films, TV shows, songs, YouTube videos and Internet memes. Our
shared media knowledge is reflected in unstated assumptions which ultimately contribute to building and sustaining re-
lationships and community based around knowing the same media references.

If I had questions about the references or my interpretations, I asked the participants for their insights through ‘playback’
interviews (e.g., Labov and Fanshel, 1977; Tannen, 1984/2005), supplementing these with additional emails, text messages,
and Facebook chat messages throughout the analysis process. It was often the case that participants provided me with media
sources that they had referenced but which I did not know, and in other instances they gave me insights into possible ex-
planations for their own and each other’s behavior. Tannen (1984/2005) asserts that ‘playback is the litmus test of inter-
pretation’ (49), serving as an indicative check of the researcher’s interpretations. Following Tannen’s methodology then, I
recorded, transcribed, studied, and made interpretations about the data, and then did playback and follow-up with partic-
ipants, thereby checking, revising, and expanding my analysis.

For the analysis presented in this paper, I coded the signaling mechanisms (based on my own auditory perception, similar
to what the participants would have experienced in the actual interactions) that speakers employed in quoting 148 media
references across 5 conversations. Almost all of the media references in my data set (141/148; 95%) are null quotatives and are
signaled insteadwith contextualization cues. The fact that most of these references do not involve quotatives (such as ‘be like,’
‘like’ and ‘say’) underscores that they are understood to be shared texts, with no need for a quotative. Indeed, D’Arcy (2012)
writes that the null form, (alongwith be like and go) favors quoteswith “mimetic encoding”, defined by Buchstaller (2008: 23)
as “quotes that contain sounds or voice and gestural effects.” My data and its analysis are in line with this finding, showing
that zero quotatives make use of other audible contextualization cues.

I have not done close phonetic analysis of these cues, in large part because the recordings were made in noisy settings
where dishes clanked, cats meowed, and one participant in particular (Todd) frequently whistled songs in the background.
Furthermore, the contextualization cues sometimes occur in moments of overlapping turns of talk among different speakers,
making a systematic phonetic analysis difficult, if not impossible. Additionally, since I worked from only audio-recorded data,
it is possible that embodied contextualization cues also occurred that I was not able to account for here (for work on non-
verbal embodied cues used to signal intertextuality, see Clark and Gerrig 1990; Streeck 2002; Sidnell 2006; Earis & Cormier
2013; Thompson and Suzuki 2014; Blackwell et al., 2015; Stec et al., 2015).

It is extremely unusual for a media reference in my data to not be accompanied by a marked contextualization cue at all.
Only three references in 148 had no identifiable contextualization cue that seemed to mark the reference as unique from the
unfolding discourse stream. In one of these cases, the initial use of the reference did not garner any listener response, but
when the same speaker repeated the reference later with a signaling mechanism, listeners did recognize and respond to the
reference (see Sierra 2021 on a close analysis of recipient responses to media references). This provides strong evidence that
contextualization cues do extra work to highlight media references for listeners, thus making the cues used to signal media
references worth further consideration.
4. Five ways media references are made recognizable in talk

4.1. Word stress and intonation

The most common contextualization cue used to signal media references in my data is word stress (123/148; 83%),
consisting in different instances of vowel lengthening, loudness, and a pitch accent, or raised pitch (see Bolinger 1958; Zsiga
2012). Word stress highlights the media reference for interlocutors (see also Tetreault 2009) by making it stand out in the
speech stream. A listener might hear this word stress within the media reference itself, or in a word preceding the media
reference. Similarly, reproductions of particular intonation contours lifted from media texts are often distinguishable by
virtue of the particular placement of word stress. These findings are reminiscent of the key prosodic features Selting (1994)
identifies in creating emphatic speech styles. Here however, they occur primarily as a function of mimicking media texts and
making them recognizable in talk (a finding also mentioned in a single instance by Tetreault, 2009), which in turn might
create the perception of a more involved and emphatic speech style.
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In the following example, four of us have been talking in the kitchen at Dave’s house. Paula, Todd, Dave and I are discussing
the apparent nonchalance of Todd’s friend, Aaron, during a camping trip where he had vomited in a tent that we were all
sharing. Here Jeff makes the same media reference twice. The first time, he does so without any contextualization cues and is
overlapped with speech from Paula. This results in nobody responding to his reference. However, the second time, he is not
overlapped and uses a particular word stress as a contextualization cue. This results in listener uptake of his reference (in this
excerpt, like those that follow, media references most relevant to the analysis are indicated by a combination of quotation
marks and underlining.)
(1)
 (Sierra, 2021:117–118)
1
 Sylvia I love though how like the whole next day we were just-

2
 making fun of hi:m,

3
 and like, l- and he like didn’t ca(h)[r(h)e(h)

4
 Paula [He’s v-

5
 [I was thinking the same thing he’s very stoic.

6
 Todd [He- he does NOT-

7
 He doeŝ not care.

8
 Paula He’s just like-

9
 [He was just-

10
 Jeff [“Long hair don’t care.”

11
 Paula He [just likê o:wns it he’s like,

12
 Sylvia [He’s just like “Yep, this happened.”

13
 Paula “Yeah, psh” ¼

14
 Dave ¼ Yeah?

15
 Paula “You know it.” ¼

16
 Dave ¼ Haha [haha.

17
 Paula [“Yup.

18
 Todd [(???)

19
 Paula “That’s [about what happened.”

20
 Todd [(doesn’t give a shit.)

21
 Paula Yeah.

22
 No that was very..very impressive.

23
 Jeff “Lo:ng hair̂ do:n’t care.”

24
 Paula [“Lo(h)ng [h(h)air [do(h)n’t ca(h)re.”

25
 Sylvia [Hahaha.

26
 Todd [Aaron̂ I:S “long hair don’t care.”
In line 3, I laughingly observe how Aaron “didn’t care” that wewere making fun of him the next day, and Paula aligns with
me in line 5 by agreeing that “he’s very stoic”. Then Todd aligns with Paula and I in lines 6–7 by affirmatively stating “he does
not care.” This talk, perhaps along with Paula’s quotative “He’s just like-” in line 9, is what presumably triggers Jeff to make a
meme reference in line 10, saying “Long hair don’t care.” This phrase became text for a variety of Internet memes following
American R&B singer/songwriter Lloyd’s #1 hit single in 2007 “You”, featuring Lil Wayne, singing the lyric, “Me & lil’ Lloyd
baby, long hair don’t care”. After this, the phrase spread to long-hair forums, Instagram, Pinterest, and other websites in the
form of images of people and characters with long hair accompanied by the phrase “Long hair don’t care”.

Jeff, the only friend present who did not go on the camping trip, becomes involved in the talk by referencing the Internet
meme “Long hair don’t care” to comment on Aaron’s hair style and behavior. When Jeff first references this meme in line 10,
no one seems to hear him or pick up on it. Instead, there is overlapping constructed dialogue for Aaron in lines 12–19,
furthering the description of his laid-back attitude in the face of embarrassment. But when the talk slows down a bit, Jeff
persists in making the meme reference again in line 23. This time, Jeff uses vowel lengthening and a slightly higher pitch, on
‘don’t’; this gives an exaggerated stress pattern to the phrase, highlighting the intertextual work Jeff is doing. Unlike Jeff’s first
attempt to make this reference, now Paula and I demonstrate appreciation of the reference through Paula’s repetition (line
24) and my laughter (line 25). Todd also states emphatically that “Aaron IS ‘long hair don’t care’” (4), implying that Aaron
embodies this expression. Both the lexical content of the reference and Jeff’s use of stress make the reference recognizable for
the other speakers. This example shows that stressmay highlight media references for listeners. Jeff uses this meme reference
as a way to become involved in the talk, and his utterance in line 23 initiates a sequence closing sequence (Schegloff 2007)
which garners collaboration from his interlocutors in closing this sequence of talk. Inserting media references like this into
conversations constructs Jeff’s identity as a humorous, clever, and fun person. It also allows him to participate in conversa-
tions where he lacks the same epistemic access, or knowledge (in this instance, knowledge about the camping trip), as his
interlocutors (see also Sierra 2021). Referencing this meme also allows Jeff and the rest of the speakers present to briefly bond
over their shared enjoyment of this meme.

There are many other examples in my data set of speakers mimicking word stress as it occurs in the intonation contour of
the referenced media. Speakers replicate specific intonation contours to depict the original media text being appropriated,
especially when the humorous intonation contour itself is a critical part of why the media text is worth referencing. To this
point, Zsiga (2012) notes that intonation can bring a referent into focus, and in many of the examples, there is something
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distinctive about the original intonation contour of the media text whichmakes it quotable. In other words, manymedia texts
themselves make use of a specific intonation contour to bring a referent into focus, which speakers attempt to reproduce in
their media references.

In the following example, four friends are talking in the kitchen/dining room. Paula and I had been discussing the difficulty
in defining ‘intertextuality’. At the time, I was taking a graduate seminar on the topic, and Paulawas writing a paper involving
intertextuality for another graduate class. This is the earliest recording in my data set, recorded before I knew I would be
studying media references. Our talk eventually led to wordplay around the word ‘intertextuality’ itself. In this example, Jeff
(who is not a graduate student) becomes involved in the epistemically isolating talk (or talk which he does not have
knowledge about) by making a media reference (see also Sierra 2021). He makes the reference recognizable through repli-
cating the intonation contour of the original media text.
(2)
 (Sierra, 2021: 34)
1
 Paula Hey, I have nothing against intertextuals.

2
 Ok?

3
 Dave Ha¼

4
 Sylvia ¼Haha [hahaha

5
 Jeff [“Not that [there’s anythinĝWRO:NGwith that.”

6
 Paula [They’re just̂ people.

7
 They’rê ju:st people.
Paula makes a pun using the word ‘intertextual’ as a stand-in for something like ‘intersexuals’when she says, “Hey, I have
nothing against intertextuals. Ok?” (lines 1–2). Jeff responds to Paula’s joke by saying “Not that there’s anythinĝWRO:NGwith
that” (line 5). Vowel lengthening, loudness, and a pitch accent on ‘wrong’ are all present in this media reference, and they
function to repeat the exact intonation contour of the words being referenced – a phrase from the popular American tele-
vision show Seinfeld. In Season 4, episode 17 of the show, a running joke begins where a newspaper journalist, and then
others, are mistakenly led to believe that best friends Jerry and George are a gay couple. Jerry responds to the mistake by
telling the journalist, “We’re not̂ GA:Y! Not that there’s anything ŴRO:NG with that”. Since the emphasis is on the word
“wrong” in the original phrase, the phrase takes on an intonation contour consisting of a high pitch accent on “wrong” (also
stressed via loudness and vowel lengthening) followed by a low falling tone (see also Bolinger 1958). Jeff uses the same
intonation contour when he quotes Seinfeld in this example. Mimicking the source text’s distinctive intonation contour along
with the repetition of the wording of the line makes the media reference recognizable.

The fact that Paula keeps speaking in lines 6 and 7, rather than delaying her response, initiating repair, or indicating in any
other way that Jeff’s utterance was problematic for her confirms that this media reference was effectively signaled and thus
understood. My laughter at Jeff’s reference here also communicates that both Jeff and I have seen this particular Seinfeld
episode. Thus, the reference temporarily serves to bring us together as friends who are familiar with the same TV show that
was popular whenwe grew up in the 1990s. Once again, this example also shows how Jeff uses a media reference to become
involved in epistemically isolating talk. In sum, stress is the most common way that speakers phonetically signal media
references in my data set. Stress highlights the media reference as significant for the listener. Stress is often present in the
media text itself, co-occurring with a particular intonation contour, and then this intonation is reproduced when speakers
reference that media. Speakers commonly use this contextualization cue to make media references recognizable for
interlocutors.

4.2. Pitch register shifts

Speakers also commonly signal intertextual media references by shifting to a markedly higher or lower pitch register (90/
148; 60%) (see also Couper-Kuhlen 1996 on ‘prosody mimicry’). Following Couper-Kuhlen and Selting’s (2018) definition,
pitch register refers to the location of a pitch configuration in a speaker’s overall voice range; it can range frommid (the norm)
to extra high or extra low. Part of the reason that a shift in pitch register is used so often in my data is because speakers are
frequently voicing others who speak with a noticeably higher or lower pitch register than the speaker’s baseline.

In the following excerpt, Dave had been trying to bring up a particular scholarly journal article, prompting me to recall a
very specific media textdaudio recordings I remembered having to listen to for a graduate course that Dave, Paula, and I had
taken on phonetics and phonology. In this recordedmedia, our professor, whomwe refer to as Lisa, had recorded audio files of
herself saying the phrases “Did Maddy win the medal?” and “Maddy won the medal” with different intonation contours,
which we had to download and transcribe. Paula did not remember the recording even though she took the same class as
Dave and me.

In this excerpt, I was trying to recall the exact phrase that Lisa had recorded herself saying for the activity. Initially, Dave
provides the intertextual reference in his typical pitch register, and I do not show evidence of having heard him or recognized
his utterance as the reference for which I was searching. But then, Dave switches to a very high pitch register to imitate the
professor’s higher pitched voice while providing the correct reference. This time, I respond accordingly.



(3) (Sierra, 2021: 37)

1 Sylvia No, Lisa did those recordings that were like-
2 What were they, like-
3 Paula Which one-
4 Dave “^Ma:ddy bought [the medal.”
5 Sylvia [“What is Mar-^Mary gonna-”
6 Dave No: ¼
7 Sylvia ¼What the fu(h)ck wa(h)s-
8 Dave It wasn’t the- [She wasn’t lookin at the se^mantics.
9 Paula [Wha(h)t?
10 Sylvia No::
11 Dave (high pitch) “^MA:DDY GOT THE MEDAL.”
12 Sylvia YEAH,^THA:T.
13 When we were in phonol- [yeah-
14 Dave (high pitch) [“^MADDY HAS THE^ME:DAL.”
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At first, Dave provides the phrase I am searching for, with “̂Ma:ddy bought the medal” (line 4) but in his own typical pitch
register. I do not register that he is supplying the reference, however, possibly due to a combination of Paula overlapping with
Dave, asking “Which one-” (line 3), Dave still using his typical pitch register, or because I was still searching my ownmemory
for the right phrase. It is apparent that I do not recognize that Dave is supplying the correct reference because I still attempt to
recall the phrasemyself, saying “What is Mar- M̂ary gonna-” (line 5), which prompts Dave to give an exasperated “No:” (line 6)
and I laughingly begins to ask “What the fu(h)ck wa(h)s-” still not recalling nor recognizing the phrase.

Finally, Dave says the phrase again, this time very loudly and in a noticeably higher pitch register: “̂MA:DDYGOT THEMEDAL”
(line 11). Dave’s timing (with no overlap), loudness, and much higher pitch register draw attention to the phrase and effectively
make it recognizable as the reference I had been searching for, and I respond accordingly, “YEAH, T̂HA:T! When we were in
phonol-yeah-” (lines 12–13)with no further hesitation, repair, or indication of confusion. Dave’s pitch register shift and loudness
here are crucial in effectively signaling a media reference, albeit a very in-group one, to a listener. This example shows how a
noticeable shift in pitch register, alongside loudness in this specific case, can be used to make an intertextual reference recog-
nizable, allowing Dave and I to recall and reminisce about a shared coursework media experience as graduate students.

4.3. Smile voice and laughter

Although knowing every time someone was smiling in my audio-recorded data is impossible, smile voice is typically
auditorily perceptible due to lip retraction and mouth widening that occurs with smiling (Tartter and Braun, 1994). People
likely smile more often than they actually produce laughter, and thus laughter often (but not always) coincides with smile
voice inmy data. 39% of themedia references inmy data set involved speakers using smile voice as theymade a reference, and
26% of the references were made while laughing.

While examining smile voice and laughter, I observed that the women in the conversations I recorded use smile voice and
laughter to signal media references more often than the men. Indeed, Goffman (1976: 48) observes that ‘it appears that in
cross-sexed encounters in American society, women smile more, and more expansively, than men’ and Tannen (1996: 216)
asserts that ‘ . in our culture, smiling is a sex-class linked behavior; in other words, women tend to smile more than men.’
Tannen’s explanation for the reason that smiling is a sex-class linked behavior is that women are expected to smile more than
men. She writes, ‘women are seen as severe and lacking in humor if they rarely smile, whereas men who do not smile often
are far less likely to meet with negative reactions’ (1996: 217). It is not clear if Goffman and Tannenwould have hypothesized
that the phenomena of women smilingmore thanmen could be extended to laughter, but my data indicates that it does, since
women both audibly smiled and laughed more than men did when producing media references (gender and laughter reach
significance at p< 0.01, see Table 1; gender and smile voice reach significance at p< 0.01, see Table 2). It would be interesting
to see if men smile and laugh together at higher rates when no women are present, but I did not have the occasion to record a
conversation with only men present. Yet I want to underscore than men do smile and laugh together occasionally in my data
set, just at a lower frequency.
Table 1
A chi-squared table showing the relation between gender and laughter when making a media reference. The result is significant at p < 0.01.

Laughter in Reference No Laughter in Reference Row Totals

Women 25 (15.92) [5.18] 37 (46.08) [1.79] 62
Men 13 (22.08) [3.73] 73 (68.92) [1.29] 86
Column Totals 38 110 148 (Grand Total)

Table 2
A chi-squared table showing the relation between gender and smile voice when making media references. The result is significant at p < 0.01.

Smile Voice in Reference No Smile Voice Row Totals

Women 32 (23.46) [3.11] 30 (38.54) [1.89] 62
Men 24 (32.54) [2.24] 62 (53.46) [1.36] 86
Column Totals 56 92 148 (Grand Total)
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In the example below, Dave and I are about to leave the house to buy chicken for dinner. Paula and I again reference the
recording that Dave and I had referenced 2 min earlier (in example 3), of our professor, Lisa, saying “Did Maddy win the
medal?” and “Maddy won the medal” with different intonation contours. Here, the reference to the recording is simulta-
neously intertextual and intratextual, following Hamilton’s (1996) distinction, since it refers to the recording itself, which was
heardmany months ago, and to talk within the current conversation that occurred just a couple of minutes ago. I perform the
reference drawing on the exaggerated intonation contours that Lisa had used in her recording, but I now use them for our
current talk about buying chicken. Paula and Jeff join in, and as the intertextual and intratextual play grows increasingly
absurd and metadiscursive, layering reference upon reference, the ‘shared hilarity’ (Chafe 1994) of the situation builds.
Eventually, the two men present, Jeff and Dave, start to smile and laugh as they reference additional material. There is an
additional transcription symbol introduced here to indicate smile voice; a smiling face symbol ( ) (following the conventions
of Ericsson 2018).
(4)
 (Sierra, 2021: 44)
1
 Dave You ready?

2
 Sylvia Yeah. Should I bring my wallet or are you gonna buy the/

3
 chicken?

4
 Dave ^I’ll buy the chick [en.

5
 Paula [Ha! Hahaha(h)

6
 Sylvia “Are^you: gonna buy the chicken?” .

7
 [Hahaha

8
 Jeff [“Are you going to^buy the chicken.”

9
 Paula [ “ARE <harsh voice>^YOU GONNA BUY THE/

10
 CHICKEN? ”
11
 “ARE YOU GOING TO BUY THE^CHICKEN?”

12
 Sylvia Ha.

13
 Jeff “ARE YOU GOING TO^BUY THE CHICKEN?”

14
 Paula “ARE^NO:T YOU GOING TO BUY THE CHICKEN?” ¼
Dave uses falling intonation in responding “I’ll buy the chicken” (line 4) to my question, which was produced with rising
intonation “Should I bring my wallet or are you gonna buy the chicken?” (line 2). This reminds both Paula and I of the
preceding playful “Maddy won the medal” sequence with alternating intonation contours that had occurred just a couple
minutes earlier. This is evidenced by Paula’s laughter (line 5) and by my altered intonation and otherwise unnecessary
repetition of the question, “Are you gonna buy the chicken?” (line 6) (mimicking “Did Maddy win the medal?”). This is also
followed by my laughter, signaling the initiation of play with this mimicking of the earlier intonation contour. Paula and Jeff
both respond by also playfully repeating this phrase with various intonation contours (lines 8–14), with Paula laughing and
smiling throughout her contributions. The intertextual play here allows Paula and Jeff to become involved in Dave’s and my
epistemically isolating talk (see also Sierra 2016, 2021) about our dinner plans.

Next, yet another media text is referenced, and more smile voice and laughter are used in playfully layering another
intertextual reference.
(5)
 (Sierra, 2021: 44)

15
 Dave ¼ “I wanna die [dot jpeg.”

16
 Paula [Hahahaha

17
 Jeff Hahaha

18
 Paula (h)(h)

19
 Sylvia <high-pitch> “I wanna di:e” ha

20
 Paula Hahaha

21
 Dave Hahahaha

22
 Jeff “DO YOU WANT TO^DI:E?”

23
 Sylvia Hahaha.

24
 Dave [“I^WA::NT TO DIE.”

25
 Jeff [ “Do you^WA:NT to die?”

26
 Sylvia Hahaha

27
 Jeff “Do^yo:u want to [d-” haha

28
 Paula [(h) [<laughing> (h)

29
 Dave [Ha. <yells> “^I:::! wa(h)nt/

30
 to(h) di(h)e”
Dave, mocking exasperation with his friends’ intertextual play, quotes an entirely different media source, saying “I wanna
die dot jpeg” (line 15), which is an internet meme. This meme originally derived from an image of a dolphin leaping out of the
sea in JPG (a format for compressing image files); behind the dolphin is a starry night sky with a rainbow accompanied by the
text ‘I wanna die’ in comic sans, a casual font based on comic book lettering. The humor of the meme derives from the
incongruence of the rainbow and dolphin with the bleak message conveyed in comic sans. This meme was often posted in
Internet message boards simply via the text ‘iwannadie.jpg’, as a humorous reaction, which explains why Dave says the title of
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the file name aloud here. Paula and Jeff respond to this reference with laughter (lines 16–17), while I repeat the reference in a
high pitch register and with smile voice (line 19), causing Paula and Dave to laugh (lines 20–21). Then Jeff begins to use smile
voicewith his references, repeating the intonation contour that we had been using for “DidMaddywin themedal” and asking
loudly with smile voice, “DOYOUWANT TO DIE” (line 22). He repeats this questionwith stress placed on different parts of the
question two more times, smiling all the while (lines 25 and 27). Paula and I laugh throughout this (lines 23–28). In line 29–
30, Dave laughs, before yelling, “I:::! want to die”, breaking up with laughter as he does so.

Here we see Jeff and Dave using smile voice and laughter as they reference media, after Paula and I also do so. In this
mixed-gender setting, all of the participants end up smiling and laughing together, enjoying the shared hilarity of this
moment of escalating intertextual play. This example shows that smiling and laughter do not occur solely as cues for signaling
media references, but also express shared enjoyment and humor derived frommaking such references. As we can see in this
example, the references are also made recognizable via stress and intonation contours, loudness, pitch, along with the se-
mantic content of the reference in the case of the ‘iwannadie.jpg’ reference. While speakers smile and laugh when making
media references according to gendered expectations, they also do so, regardless of gender, for rapport, group solidarity,
alignment, and enjoyment of the conversation.

4.4. Performing stylized accents

The performance of marked stylized accents (differing from the speakers’ typical pronunciation in their own dialects)
occurs in 31% of the media references in my data (see also Sierra 2019, 2021). Rampton (2009) defines stylization as involving
“reflexive communicative action in which speakers produce specially marked and often exaggerated representations of
languages, dialects, and styles that lie outside their own habitual repertoire” (149). Speakers in my data set perform stylized
accents when the source text they reference involves an accent noticeably different from the speaker’s typical pronunciation.
This only happens occasionally, likely because the speakers in my data generally consumemedia that is spoken in English and
in most cases, in Standardized American English (SAE) (see also Sierra 2019). However, my data includes many notable ex-
amples where speakers use ‘depictive delivery’ (Clark and Gerrig 1990), utilizing specific vocal attributes to voice characters
from media who speak in accents that are distinct from SAE.

The vast majority of the examples in my data featuring stylized accents are made by one speaker: Jeff. Jeff makes almost 3/4
of the total number of media references performed with stylized accents. Half of the references he makes include stylized
accent performances. Paula, in comparison, makes about 1/4 of the total media references coded for stylization, and she
performs a stylized accent in 20% of her media references. Todd and I each only perform stylized accents in two of our media
references. These numbers point to individual conversational style differences (Tannen, 1984/2005). Jeff as an individual is, in
the first place, a prolific media quoter, contributing around one third of all the media references in the data set, and he also
performs half of his media references with stylized accent performances.

In the data set, Jeff performs British, French, Indian, Polish, Russian, and Spanish accents. Why does he perform so many
stylized accents? Jeff explained to me in playback that as a child of an Egyptian and Lebanese father and an American mother
of German, Irish, and Czech descent, he grew up in international circles in Washington, D.C. He believes his upbringing and
exposure to many foreign languages and their English accents might have led to him developing a familiarity with various
accents. He also told me that he realized at an early age that performing stylized accents made others laugh, and this became
an incentive for this kind of linguistic performance. He also once took an improv acting class, where he practiced such
performances. Here it is important to acknowledge that these playback responses are indicative of later reflection on the
linguistic behavior that I recorded, and are simply one individual’s interpretations of their own language use.

The excerpt I present below follows example 2, where Dave and I were reminiscing about the recording that our professor
Lisa had us listen to and transcribe in order to learn about intonation contours in her phonetics/phonology course. Here, Jeff
(again, not a graduate student) becomes involved in the epistemically talk by referencing the 2003 film The Room, voicing
Polish actor Tommy Wiseau’s character, with vowel lengthening, intonation mimicry, lowered pitch register, and a stylized
performance of Wiseau’s accent. This is actually the third time in the conversation Jeff has attempted to make this exact same
reference, but I present the following excerpt because here his contribution is finally acknowledged by the group, likely due to
the timing of the reference.
(6)
 (Sierra 2021: 49)

1
 Dave Maddy had mad maddy mad mad mumuhuhmuhmuh

2
 [madmamadmadaaamamama

3
 Paula [muhmuhmuhmuh [hahaHA

4
 Sylvia [and we just had to listen to [Lisa over and over again.

5
 Paula [(h) “PORK CHOP ->

6
 ^SA:NDWICHES!”

7
 Dave Ha yeah.

8
 Paula That’s hilarious.

9
 Sylvia [And it was like “no:!”
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10
 Jeff (low pitch, with Wiseau accent) [“You’re breaking my^hea:rt Lisa:!”

11
 Sylvia Ha [haa!

12
 Dave [Haha [ha!

13
 Paula [Ha [haha!

14
 Jeff [“You’re tearing me apart, [Lisa.”

15
 Sylvia (low pitch, with Wiseau accent) [“You’re tearing me aPA:RT!” ha
Mymention of how “we just had to listen to Lisa over and over again” (line 4), referring to the professor who taught Paula,
Dave, and I, provides an opportunity for Jeff to join the conversation by referencing a scene in The Room where Wiseau
dramatically yells to his fiancée, also named Lisa, “You are tearing me apart, Lisa!” Jeff signals the reference by repeating its
words along with its vowel lengthening, overall lowered pitch (with a slight pitch accent on ‘heart’), and a stylized accent
performance mimicking Wiseau, saying “You’re breaking my ĥea:rt Lisa:!” in line 10 (Wiseau is thought to be from Poland).
Whereas the previous two times Jeff made this reference, none of the group responded or acknowledged his contribution to
the conversation, this time, everyone laughs (lines 11–13), demonstrating that the reference is effectively made recognizable
here (although Paula admitted in playback that she had not seen The Room but was laughing at the general silliness of the
utterance; Dave and I had seen the film). This reference allows Jeff to participate in the conversation, and it brings the group
together in this moment of shared hilarity, which occurs since most of us (excluding Paula) had epistemic access to The Room,
having seen it previously (see also Sierra 2021).

In sum, performing stylized accents can be a contextualization cue for making amedia reference recognizable, particularly
when the character or singer being repeated speaks with an accent markedly different from the speaker’s typical pronun-
ciation. Certain individuals, like Jeff, perform stylized accents much more than other speakers. While the performance of
stylized accents constructs certain others as ‘different’ and also differentiates participants, it also reinforces sameness among
interlocutors in that it is jointly recognized as a strategy for producing a media reference in an accent not typically employed
by the group, and the knowledge of the media text is often shared.

4.5. Singing

Similar to the performance of a stylized accent as a contextualization cue to signal media references, singing only serves to
make media references recognizable in my data when the source text calls for it. Singing itself is somewhat marked in
conversation (see Frick 2013; Stevanovic and Frick 2014, Azios & Archer 2018), and so when it does appear, it often references
a song assumed to be known to other participants in the conversation. Singing occurs when speakers invoke the melody and/
or words of a song, either from a film or TV show, or from a stand-alone song (e.g., a song produced by amusician or group for
radio play, but not as part of a film or TV show). Only 22 media references in my data set involve singing.

In the next example, Paula and Todd’s kitten, Hydra, has just leapt to the top of the refrigerator in the kitchen. This had
become rather expected and not unusual, although it was still relatively new at this time, which is demonstrated by how I
comment on it below. There is an additional transcription symbol introduced here to indicate singing; a musical note symbol
( ) (following the conventions of Frick 2013 & Warnock, 2015).
(7)
 (Sierra 2021:56)
1
 Sylvia (sing-song intonation) There she goes.

2
 Paula “Tha:r sh(h)e [^blo:ws” haha

3
 Sylvia [Hahaha

4
 Jeff [ “There she go:es again.”

5
 Sylvia “The:re [she: [go:es,”

6
 Todd [I want one of those (???)

7
 Paula [“go(h):es,”

8
 Sylvia [“Cli:mbing o:n the fridge” haha

9
 Paula [“There she go(h)es” hahahahahaha

10
 “On the [fridge agai:n”

11
 Sylvia [Hahaha
I remark on Hydra’s jump onto the fridge, saying, “There she goes” (line 1) in a sing-song intonation, with a high pitch
accent followed by a low falling tone over the word “goes”. Paula builds on my contribution after a slight pause when she
quotes the 1851 book Moby Dick by Herman Melville, which tells the tale of a whaler captain’s quest for a white whale. Paula
laughingly says, “Thar she blows” (line 2), which commonly refers to sighting awhale. Jeff is the first one to reference the song
‘There She Goes’ by The La’s, saying, “There she goe:s again” with a slight musical quality to it. Then I reproduce the song,
mimicking the melody of it by singing it with vowel lengthening in each word, and increasing the pitch with each word:
“The:re she: go:es” (line 5). Paula joins in laughingly with “go(h):es” (line 7), and continues with “There she go(h)es” (line 9),
demonstrating both recognition of the reference and alignment by singing the same phrase with the same pattern of into-
nation (Stevanovic and Frick 2014, Azios & Archer 2018). As Paula continues to sing the original lyrics of the song, I modify the
lyrics and map them over the original melody, singing instead, “Cli:mbing o:n the fridge” (line 8), causing Paula to laugh (line
9). Then Paula collaborates in the joint activity of creating new lyrics for the song with “On the fridge agai:n” (replacing the
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original lyrics of “There she goes again”). The fact that both Paula and I have epistemic access to this song and use it in this
instance to mock a pet functions to bond us together as friends who grew up hearing this song on the radio and in popular
films from our youth that featured it in their soundtracks, like The Parent Trap (1998).

Like speakers performing stylized accents to mimic referenced material, speakers often reference songs by singing them,
as seen in this example. As Warnock (2015) observes, singing can contribute to an individual’s clever, humorous, and playful
persona. In the conversations I recorded, Paula sings the most references, followed closely by Jeff, and then Dave. I only sing
once out of the 15 media references that I made (in the conversation above which had more instances of singing than any
other). Paula, Jeff, and Dave might be more confident in their singing abilities than other speakers. Additionally, since Paula
and Jeff are the only friends with improv and stand-up comedy experience, it is feasible that they would incorporate singing
in their interactions more than the other friends to construct humorous and playful individual identities. Overall, singing is a
noticeable strategy in the data set for referencing (sung) media.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, I examined how media references are signaled through specific contextualization cues in everyday talk
across five conversations among friends. Building on Gumperz’s (1977, 1982) and others’work on contextualization cues and
related phenomena, this analysis has shown that media intertextuality is not only made recognizable by lexical repetition
itself, but is also marked in the speech stream through prosodic, paralinguistic, and phonetic cues that have meaningful
intertextual connections tomedia texts. In the excerpts I analyzed in this paper, friends introduce sharedmedia texts into new
contexts of everyday talk, creating intertextuality, which might be considered successful when other friends are able to ‘get’
the references. In order for listeners to pick up on the references, speakers use contextualization cues which signal media
references within the ongoing stream of talk. Listeners cannot interpret media references if they lack access to the shared
prior text, but even then, listeners cannot necessarily interpret a media reference by its content alone if it is not skillfully
signaled in the speech stream by the speaker. The wealth of media references this friend group produces in the five con-
versations in this study allowed me to uncover the specific contextualization cues that speakers often use to contextualize
media references.

I showed how speakers rely primarily on stress, often reproducing specific intonation contours from media in order to
mark a reference as something unique in talk. I also demonstrated how marked pitch register shifts are often used to signal
media references, particularly when speakers are reproducing a media text that was originally uttered in a pitch register
significantly higher or lower than the speaker’s typical pitch register. In addition, I showed that audible smile voice (and
presumably smiling), laughter, the performance of stylized accents, and singingwere used, albeit with less frequency, to make
media references recognizable. I demonstrated that smile voice and laughter are linked to gender identities in the data, with
the women tending to use smile voice and laughter more frequently than the men to signal their playful appropriation of
media references. While the performance of stylized accents and singing are less common in my data set, I showed how
certain individuals like Jeff and Paula might be more inclined to perform stylized accents or sing songs to invoke media texts
which themselves include language varieties besides SAE and musicality. Thus, this paper builds on previous work on con-
textualization cues by applying this concept to the yet uncharted territory of making media references recognizable in talk
beyond simple lexical repetition. At the same time, it illuminates our understanding of how intertextual processes unfold in
talk.

While the data set exceeds 140 examples that were taken from five different conversations, it is important to acknowledge
that this data set is still only a small glimpse of human interaction, among particular friends from a certain generation, within
a specific age range, andwith particular media consumption practices. All of these factors are contextually relevant, andwhile
they condition the prolific use of media references, they also constrain the generalizability of the findings to some extent. Still,
it is probable that the more common contextualization cues for media references that I identifieddstress, intonation con-
tours, and pitch register shiftsdare likely to signal intertextuality more generally and media references more specifically in
other instances of everyday interaction due to their high frequency in the data. While smile voice, laughter, stylized accent
performances, and singing occur less frequently as contextualization cues for media references, they nonetheless provide
interesting insights into gendered behavior (in the case of smile voice and laughter) and individual behavior (in the case of
stylized accents and singing) in everyday conversation. These less common contextualization cues also illuminate constraints
and affordances regarding the insertion of media texts into everyday talk when they are conditioned by portrayals of
characters with distinctive accents or by singing. In this study I have provided a starting point to systematic analysis of some
of the most common contextualization cues used to signal intertextual media references in everyday conversational
discourse, which contributes to our understanding of intertextuality as an interactional phenomenon.

Appendix. Transcription Conventions
Punctuation reflects intonation, not grammar.
? indicates rising intonation at the end of a unit
. indicates falling intonation.
, indicates continuing intonation.
.. two dots indicate a noticeable pause
. three dots indicate a significant pause
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¼Equal sign indicates latching (second voice begins without perceptible pause)
[ Brackets indicate overlap (two voices heard at the same time)
(??) indicates inaudible utterance
(h) indicates laughter during a word
“word” indicates a media reference
(words) indicates uncertain transcription
(sound) gives details about speech or non-speech sounds
^indicates emphatic stress
CAPS indicates speech spoken loudly
: colon following a vowel indicates elongated vowel sound
- indicates an abrupt stop in speech; a truncated word or syllable
line continues
word said with smile voice
indicates singing
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